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Hardworking, organized, Studio Technician professional with a proven background 
delivering sensible studio technician solutions on time and under budget while 
working as a team member or team leader.

JANUARY 2009 – MARCH 2009
STUDIO TECHNICIAN - ABC CORPORATION

 Devised a more efficient organizational method for sculpture installation plans.
 Processes and materials included the following band-sawing aluminum, carefully

cutting forms from paper for long amounts of time, sanding aluminum, 
administering acid baths for aluminum cut-outs, shaping cut-outs into sculptural
forms, and bending wire into small, intricate shapes.

 Included a weekly cleaning of the studio, periodically painting walls and 
flooring, transporting items to and from the gallery and alternate studio, and 
purchasing new supplies.

 Responsible for loading and unloading gas and wood fire kilns.
 Trained wheel throwing, hand building, mold making, slip casting to a small 

group of students.
 Worked on glaze chemistry that involved glaze calculations and clay body 

development.
 Responsible for the operation of audio and video equipment.

2006 – 2009
STUDIO TECHNICIAN - DELTA CORPORATION

 Taught composers proper recording and mixing techniques; set up channel 
strips and Logic templates - Installed patch bay and designed signal flow.

 Create and mix glazes Mix three different clay bodies Fire bisque and glaze kilns
Clean around the studio as needed Skills Used Leadership skills.

 Accountable for making large quantities of clay and glaze for studio mates and 
students.

 Duck to water Thats how I took to this entry-level position at a traditional type 
house.

 Originally hired to operate the depositor, I was quickly trained in other areas of 
the shop due to my work ethic and my ability to learn quickly.

 Soon I was creating color rubs and drawdowns and operating the stat machine.
 Trained on a Mac and was responsible for operating the Linotronic, maintaining 

its chemicals, and running film and RC paper.
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EDUCATION

GED

SKILLS

Analyzing Skills, Coordinating Skills, MS Office,
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